63 chevy c10 wiring diagram

The alternator and the voltage regulator was the same as with other GM cars, but wiring layout
makes the Chevy system unique. Knowledge of this exclusive design is very important when
up-grading the Chevy electrical system. We need to get electrical power from the alternator to
the partsâ€”not just charge the battery. When running with factory wiring design â€¦. At the time
of this writing, the popular Chevy main power system is about 40 years old. The original version
was installed with the first alternators, in Chevy models. We often expect better performance
from these cars than when they were new. Routing and distribution of alternator power output is
handled by the wiring system. When installing more powerful alternators, and also when adding
accessories that will use power, current flow through the wiring system is increased. And the
wiring becomes more important than ever before. The system diagramed above is typical of the
original Chevy wire harness design used in ,, and Those years had the long nose water pump
and passenger side alternator mounting. Alternator output is routed directly to the splice. The
battery charging wire originates at the splice. And vital to electrical system performance in this
original system, the voltage regulator will read and adjust voltage level at the splice. The splice
is the center hub of this electrical system, and maintaining proper voltage level at the splice is
the key to good performance with this original system. All power to operate the electrical
system plus power to recharge the battery is routed through this splice. This type of factory
splice is very reliable, as it is crimped and soldered, and then covered with tape. The splice in
the wiring and the Horn Relay both serve as buss-bars in this system. All voltage regulators
take a voltage reading, and from the reading the regulator will make the correct adjustments to
alternator output. And sometimes delightful too, part of the fun with Hot Rodding has always
been sort rebel related. Leading authorities have often told us not to accept more than 0. Also
on the same engineering data sheet, DELCO REMY published recommendation for minimum
cable gauge sizes per feet of cable between the alternator and the battery, and included various
alternator output ratings in the chart. For alternator output ratings between 50 and 65 amps, the
chart begins with 8gauge for total cable length at 4 to 7feet. Sometimes these guidelines are
intended as a cover all blanket, work in all situations, and always get the job done installation
method. Guidelines are intended to keep people out of trouble. If cars would have been entirely
built using all minimum engineering recommendations for copper cable gauge sizes, then these
cars would be hauling around a few hundred pounds of very expensive copper cable. Since it
was not practical to install so much heavy copper cable on the millions of cars built, Chevy
engineering provided a practical exception to the rule. At least one thing about wiring for this
Chevy alternator system is very unusual, excessive voltage drop between the alternator and
battery will occur with normal system functionâ€”and yet the electrical system worked fine. The
battery charged perfectly and electrical system performance was not compromised in the least
bit. It was a feat accomplished by the wiring system layout. Not only that, but it was a forgiving
system that was more gentle to batteries and alternators in the event of recharging a battery
while driving! Truly the Chevy wiring system was unique. The design caused the voltage
regulator to take voltage reading from the main power distribution hub the splice. The heavy
cable and minimum voltage drop recommendations from DELCO would have worked, even
without special attention to where the voltage regulator would take voltage level reading.
Mounting location of components caused long wire length at the alternator output circuit, and
also at the battery charging circuit. These two wires deserve the most attention, in this system.
Long lengths at these two wires give the Chevy system special characteristics. The regulator
took voltage reading from the splice, which distributed alternator power. The regulator adjusted
alternator output as required to maintain proper voltage level at the splice. Therefore a little
voltage drop in a long wire from the alternator did not reduce system performance. The
alternator did not mind producing power at This part of the system layout did not happen by
chance. The voltage sensing wire from the regulator was connected where it would optimize
system performance, which let the main hub distribute power at It was a wiring design created
with definite purpose in mind. Thanks to some clear thinkers at Chevy engineering department
we were spared some cost, and weight, and bulky cables at the front of these cars! Of course
the system would have worked equally well with 4gauge copper cable connecting the alternator
to the horn relay, and 4gauge connecting the alternator to the battery. But manufacturing the
system with so many feet of 4gauge cable would have contributed to higher cost of these cars!
And, the system with 4gauge cables would not have performed any better than the Chevy
system with only 10gauge wires. In honest retrospect view of the long battery charging wire, the
beneficial side effect caused by the long wire was probably not intentional. More likely it
resulted from location of the parts. The battery tray was on the passenger side. The battery
charging wire connected the battery at the right to the rest of the system at the left. Current flow
through the battery charging wire will only be a large amount when the battery is discharged.
Therefore, significant voltage drop only occurred when recharging a low battery. This is when

the beneficial side effect comes into play; the voltage drop in the battery charging wire slowed
the battery charge rate. Slow rate battery charging is less abusive to the battery than a fast
charge rate. Slowing the charge rate a little can also reduce the probability of alternator
overheating damage when recharging a low battery while driving. And slow charge rate reduces
corrosion at the battery area of these good-looking Hot Rods! The battery stops accepting much
current as it becomes fully charged, and as current flow tapers off then voltage drop is reduced.
The electrical system draws power from the splice, where voltage is controlled by the regulator.
The condition of connections at the Horn Relay screws is very important to system operation.
The entire dash area will be operating with power drawn from the screw connections, and they
deserve occasional inspection. Connections at the buss-bar screws must be clean and tight.
Relays with a rusty or corroded buss-bar should be replaced with new. Wire terminals may be
polished with a small wire brush. When Up-grading the alternator and using this original wiring
system, proper voltage must be maintained at the splice and Horn Relay area. Electrical Tech.
Work Shop Tips. About M. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of chevy turn signal switch wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical
circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and signal links
between the tools. A wiring diagram normally provides info about the family member placement
and also arrangement of gadgets and also terminals on the tools, to assist in building or
servicing the tool. A photographic representation would certainly reveal extra detail of the
physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic symbols
to highlight affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is typically used to
troubleshoot troubles as well as making certain that the connections have been made which
whatever exists. Variety of chevy turn signal switch wiring diagram. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Architectural circuitry
layouts reveal the approximate areas and affiliations of receptacles, illumination, as well as
irreversible electrical solutions in a structure. Adjoining cord routes may be revealed around,
where specific receptacles or fixtures have to be on a common circuit. The electric signs not
only reveal where something is to be installed, yet likewise just what kind of gadget is being
installed. A surface area ceiling light is revealed by one icon, a recessed ceiling light has a
various icon, and also a surface area fluorescent light has one more sign. On big tasks signs
might be phoned number to show, for instance, the panel board as well as circuit to which the
tool links, and also to identify which of numerous types of component are to be installed at that
area. A collection of electrical wiring layouts could be needed by the electric evaluation
authority to approve connection of the residence to the general public electric supply system.
Electrical wiring diagrams will certainly also include panel routines for breaker panelboards, as
well as riser representations for unique services such as smoke alarm or closed circuit
television or other special solutions. Searching for info about Wiring Harness Chevy Truck?
You might be a specialist who wishes to search for referrals or fix existing troubles. Or you are
a student, or perhaps even you that just need to know regarding Wiring Harness Chevy Truck.
Whatever you are, we try to bring the web content that matches what you are searching for. You
could originate from an online search engine, after that find this internet site. This topic is a lot
of people searching on the net, for that reason we accumulate photos from various trustworthy
sources and comprehend in their area. The outcomes of the aggregation are posted on this web
site. Right here are some of the leading illustrations we obtain from different sources, we wish
these pictures will certainly be useful to you, as well as hopefully extremely pertinent to exactly
what you desire about the Wiring Harness Chevy Truck is. This image we have filtered from
good produce the most effective photo, but exactly what do you believe? We intend to make an
internet site valuable for lots of people. If the photo above is not very clear, please click the
picture you intend to expand, after that you will certainly be required to one more web page to
present a clearer as well as bigger picture, you will likewise exist details from gambvar. At the
bottom of this site there is likewise a Wiring Harness Chevy Truck picture gallery, if the photo
above is inadequate for you. Tags: wiring diagram chevy truck wiring harness for chevy truck.
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chevytrucks. It is a 63 PU with a 78 drivetrain. Last year a carb leak started a fire and burnt a lot
of wiring. The plug on the firewall has 3 wires but down the loom, a 4th wire appears. At the end
of the loom, each indicator has 3 wires going to it. I believe the indicators are used as running
lights and turn signals. A second harness diagram that would help but if not found, I can just do
trial and error. The rear lights harness. The engine wire harness has 3 spare wires. The truck
starts and idles fine. Just 3 loose wires. I will eventually get new harnesses, but would like to at
least take it out tomorrow for the holiday. Posted via Mobile Device. Re: Chevy c10 turn signal
and engine wiring. Yes, the front turn signals also serve as parking lights. They use dual
filament bulbs. The factory sockets for these only have 2 wires a power feed for each filament

and they ground via the metal light housing. But if the sockets have been replaced with ones
from a later model truck or generic parts store replacements their 3rd wire is most likely a
ground. The factory wire color coding for 63 used a light blue wire for the LH front turn signal
and a dark blue wire for the RH front turn signal. Both of these wires run directly from the plug
on the firewall to the corresponding bulb socket. The front parking lights used a natural white
colored wire for This wire runs from the plug on the firewall to the LH light, and then another
branch goes over to the RH light. The engine wiring harness plug has 6 cavities but only 4 or 5
wires are used in most applications. And it sounds like the multi-color resistance wire that feeds
power to the coil is still hooked up or has been replaced with a regular wire to feed power to the
HEI distributor that would have been used in the 78 engine. You're welcome! The lower terminal
off toward the passenger side is for the LH turn signal originally used a light blue wire. The
original circuit didn't have any ground wires and simply relied on the metal-to-metal contact
between the socket housings, bulb housings, and hood. But with sockets that have an
additional ground wire, you can run ground wires to a known good ground and eliminate some
issues that can occur with the original setup. The factory in-cab dash wiring has a connection
between the "HOT" light and the ignition switch that causes that light to come on when cranking
the engine. That's done as a "bulb check" feature since that light otherwise only comes on if the
engine overheats. However, the "COLD" light doesn't have such a connection so your harness
might have an inadvertent short between those two wires. The oil pressure warning light should
be just off to the right side of the speedometer. Thanks again! The colors you gave me were
spot on and I was able to get the front signals and running lights working. So thanks for that. I
will try to get to get some tomorrow. The blower motor. It is awfully cold here right now and it
would be nice to have the heater working. The blower motor under the hood had 3 wires, black,
red, and orange. The red and black wires were just hanging there loose, so I hooked them up to
the battery. The orange wire went to a connector on the air vent in under the dash. So I jumped
the orange wire to power and nothing, when I jumped the orange wire to ground, it started
turning slowly. After about 30 seconds of it turning and the orange wire getting warm, the
blower just stopped spinning. Could I just hook up the new blower motor straight to power with
a stand alone switch? Thanks again. I'm glad to hear all the wire colors matched. I got them off
a diagram shown in the factory assembly manual so that's good to know that it jives with what's
actually in your truck. On the heater blower motor, the orange wire is typically the color used for
the power feed and the motor grounds via the metal case. The orange wire runs from the motor
to the resistor assembly used to achieve the various speeds the resistor assembly is mounted
in the air duct to keep it cool. And the feed wire from the fuse to the switch is typically brown.
But in any case, yes, you can hook the blower motor up direct to power through a stand alone
switch and run it on high speed only. Ok great, thank you. I will get the blower motor tomorrow
and try to transfer the fins from the old one to the new one, hopefully without breaking any.
Wonder what the extra red and black wires were for then. Tapping into the existing heater fuse
wire should be fine right? Yes, orange would be the power feed to the blower motor. And yes,
using the existing heater fuse for the power source will work just fine. Then another wire from
the other terminal of the switch to the terminal on the motor. When they pulled up the , it looks
like the one I just pulled out. So hoping my switch is still good. The other is on the back side of
the intake manifold near the distributor. One more is on the driver front of the engine near
cylinder 1. Not sure if it was used on the 78 and just not needed in the I know I have a huge
mess on my hands but I appreciate all your help Ray! Attached Images. The plug on the heater
blower motors was changed sometime around Earlier ones had a round plug while the later
ones have a flat blade plug. The heater wiring is a separate sub-harness not part of the dash
harness so you might have heater wiring form a if the orange wire has the plug for the later style
motor. I think the mounting flange on the motors stayed the same so as long as you have a
motor that will plug in to your existing wiring it should be okay. So that's probably the
distributor to choke connection you're thinking about. Okay, pics are working now. Yes, that is
an electric choke shown in the 1st pic. That's the oil pressure switch shown in pic 2, behind the
intake, beside the distributor. To make the "OIL" light on the dash functional, you'd run the wire
from the light to the terminal on the top of that switch. The broken thing in pic 3 is a thermal
vacuum switch. They were used for various vacuum operated things mostly emissions related
on the 70's engines. So probably not something you'll need hooked up in your If you want to
neaten things up a little, you can unscrew what's left of that switch and replace it with a pipe
plug expect some coolant loss when it's removed. To make the "HOT" light functional, you can
run the wire from the light to the terminal on that switch. So you'd have to change the switch
and run 2 wires if you want to make both of those lights functional. I may have had the original
early model blower motor that had 3 wires on it. The motor had the single terminal as you said. I
installed it and ran a wire from the terminal to the orange wire in the cabin and the switch

worked and powered up the blower motor! Switch is a bit stiff but it will work just as needed for
now. Thanks for all the info. Moving on, so none of the sensors I listed are directly connected to
the main engine harness correct? A Chevy logo right above the speedometer which I believe
lights up when the lights are on. And a generator light that is on with Key On-Engine off. When
the engine is on, it is dimly lit and gets brighter when I step on the gas. I will try to take the
cluster off as best as I can do see if there is an oil light bulb not lighting up somewhere. For the
vacuum switch, I will do as you suggested and just replace it with a plug to avoid further
confusion. For the hot switch, this one would light up if the truck was over heating right? And
vice Versa the cold light will stay lit until the engine is warmed up? I will remove that and see
what threads I have and order the correct switch so both lights will be functional. Last, the
electric choke. Guessing one of those spare wires on the engine harness go to it. I have already
tried touching the spare wires to the choke with the engine running, and none of the 3 made any
difference. Or does the choke only turn on when the ignition is on and off when the engine is
running? I'm glad to hear the blower motor replacement was a success! Yes, both the oil and
temp switches on the engine would have originally been connected to wires in the original
engine harness. Most likely those 3 spare wires on your harness. But since yours has been
re-done with all red wire, you'll probably have to take a look up under the dash at the
corresponding cab harness where it plugs in to the engine harness at the firewall to figure out
what's what according to their locations in the plug. The "OIL" light on the 63 Chevy truck
dashes is usually just off to the right of the speedometer in between the speedometer and gas
gauge. Yes, the light-up Chevy logo above the speedometer is for the high beam headlight
indicator. Yes, the existing temperature switch on your engine would trigger the "HOT" light if
the engine were overheating. The original 2-terminal temperature switch does the same. And
yes, it is also configured to keep the "COLD" light on until the engine warms up. Both the
temperature and oil light switches are on the ground side of the circuit. High temperature or low
oil pressure trips the switch, completing the circuit to ground to light up the corresponding
bulb. An electric choke was not available from the factory in 63 so the original harness didn't
have a wire for that. The choke should have power whenever the ignition is on. And from what
you wrote about your notes in the earlier message, it sounds like the replacement distributor
power feed wire in your harness now has a 2nd branch that also feeds power to the electric
choke. Ahhh, the truck that keeps on giving. Now a charging system issue ha! The wires behind
the firewall should all be good, so I will have a look at them to tomorrow. I may be confusing
myself here. Is the oil and temp switch on the same harness as the harness that the distributor
and starter works? This harness goes into the firewall near the blower motor. All I know about
this harness is, the truck will have 0 power if it is disconnected. Would the oil light illuminate at
all if no sensor is hooked up? The choke gets power from the distributor right? Would you
happen to have a photo or access to both of the harnesses? One harness on the lower
passenger side has 4 wires. Another harness in the top center has about 6 wires. I will look at
every single wire tomorrow and note their position and color. Thanks for the help. I'm not sure
what that other 4 wire harness you have going through the firewall near the blower motor would
be The oil light won't normally illuminate without the sensor switch hooked up. The "hot" light
will because it has a separate bulb-check feature built into the ignition switch. Sorry, I don't
happen to have any photos of the harnesses But that one on the lower passenger side with the
4 wires doesn't sound like anything I'm familiar with. If you could get a pic of yours it might
help. Here is a photo of that spare connector. Not sure what it is. The wires behind the dash
matched what you mentioned. The last pin has an orange and black wire merged together that
are just hanging there. This pin is the top center pin. Wire 1: routed down towards the starter
Wire 2: distributor Wire 3: routed down towards the starter. Wire 4: spare Wire 5:spare Wire 6:
spare The distributor has a wire that is also routed down towards the starter. Sound right? I
ground each wire one by one and behold, the warning lights would illuminate. When each wire
was grounded. One wire grounded gave me the oil light, another the hot light and another the
cold light. You were right again. I wonder why the guy told me to to run them to the choke and
why I wrote what I wrote in my notes. That 4-pin one looks like a factory OE style connector, but
it's not shown on any of the wiring diagrams I have. Could be that someone slavaged the
connector off another vehicle and used it to add some additional wires. I'm guessing that large
red wire is probably the main power feed into the cab since you said unplugging it kills power to
everything. That 6-pin engine harness connector originally had one empty cavity. If they did use
a factory terminal, you can extract it to eliminate those unused wires. You'll need a small flat
screwdriver or pick to depress the little latching tang on the side of the terminal so it can be
pulled out of the connector look up Packard 56 series terminals to see what they look like. That
was used with the points ignition to momentarily bypass the resistance wire for a hotter spark
while cranking the engine. It's not needed with an HEI distributor but won't hurt anything to

leave it there either. Good job on figuring out those spare 3 wires. I'm not sure why you were
told to hook any of those wires up to the choke. As I mentioned earlier though, the switched
power source to the HEI distributor can be tapped into as a source of power for the choke
though. I see the connector near the lamp connector and those wires run right up to a panel
behind the driver headlight Thick red wire Green light green Pink and a black ground. I got a volt
meter to confirm the warning light wires. All match up. Now the pink wire is the wire that goes to
the plug on the distributor closest to the firewall and then down to the starter. Only 5 of the 6
wires are in use right? Well I have 6 wires coming out of that connector on the engine bay side.
Am I missing something here? Is the extra plug on the distributor for a tach? The original
engine harness did only have 5 of the 6 pins in use one was originally left empty. You're right,
that connection on the distributor that's farthest from the firewall is for a tachometer. So it looks
like someone made use of that otherwise empty cavity in the engine harness connector to add
in a tach signal wire. Just used as a signal wire for the tach? Yes, that is just a signal wire for
the tach. It shouldn't make any difference in how the engine starts or runs as long as it doesn't
have any bare or damaged spots that could potentially short to ground or other circuits. Ok I
will ignore that spare wire for now, until later. The oil pressure light only comes on when the
wire it directly on ground. And slightly flash while cranking? Cold and hot light seem to be
working. I was letting the truck idle to see if the cold light went away and it started to sputter
and die and just starts for a second now and dies out. Earlier, I confidently wrapped up the
entire harness thinking I was done and now this starting issue comes up! I have continuity
between the pins on the plug and all the wires, but there may be too much resistance and I used
to thick of a wire when I re did it. The second 4 pin plug I have, not sure what it is for but it
seems to have something to do with power. This is slowly turning into a nightmare. Yes, with
the ignition on and the engine off, it should cause the oil pressure light to illuminate since there
is zero oil pressure. I think most of them only take around 5 to 7 PSI to trip so simply cranking
the engine over is sometimes enough to turn the oil pressure light off. Since the oil pressure
light works when you temporarily connect the wire to ground, that indicates that everything else
in the circuit is okay. So if it's not working as it should, the pressure switch on the engine is
likely bad. Using heavier than needed wire to redo the engine harness shouldn't be a problem.
Unless it is causing some issues with properly crimping the terminals onto the wires and
getting them to fit all the way into the connector cavities. When looking for a replacement
engine harness, see if you can find one that is already configured for the HEI distributor. I
believe many companies offer them like that and it will save you from having to take the new
harness apart and modify it for HEI. Thanks, I will replace the oil sensor tomorrow, if I get this
wiring issue figured out. What kind of resistance is acceptable through out the wires? Would it
work? Also need to replace the battery terminal connectors and add a ground from my negative
terminal to the sheet metal. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - chevytrucks.
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